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Methodology 

• Lake Research Partners designed and administered this pre-election and 
election night omnibus survey, which was conducted by phone using 
professional interviewers.  The survey reached a total of 1,200 likely, 
registered voters nationwide.  The sample consisted of 1,000 interviews 
among voters who were reached on landline phones and 200 interviews 
among voters reached on cell phones.  The survey was conducted 
November 4th through November 6th, 2012. 

 

• Telephone numbers for the base sample was drawn from an RDD sample 
and the cell phone sample was drawn from a listed sample.  The sample 
was stratified geographically based on the proportion of likely voters in 
each region.  Data were weighted to reflect the aggregated Presidential 
vote as reported in the 2012 exit polls, as well as by gender, party 
identification, marital status, race, and census region.  The margin of error 
at the 95% confidence interval is +/- 2.8 percentage points. 

 

• Due to rounding some of the numbers in the presentation will not always 
add to 100%. 
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Key Findings 

• Voters believe afterschool programs are important and majorities 
across demographic groups say they are very important. 

 

• By wide margins, voters see a link between afterschool programs 
and building interest and skills in STEM. 

 

• Voters express support for funding afterschool programs and there 
is even majority support to provide more funding for programs. 

 

• Providing more information on current funding for afterschool 
programs does not greatly impact support as voters maintain their 
initial support. 

 

• Voters do not believe that a longer school day should come at the 
expense of afterschool programs. 

 



Key Findings 
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Nearly nine in ten voters see the importance in afterschool 
programs whether they hear it leads to fewer negative 
consequences or told of the positive benefits for children.   

66 64 

Very/Somewhat A little/Not at All Very/Somewhat A little/Not at All 

87 

9 

89 

10 

+76 +79 

Research shows that high quality afterschool programs 
can lead to increased attendance, improved behavior 
and improved grades, among children who regularly 
attend afterschool programs.* 

Millions of young people are alone and unsupervised in 
the hours immediately after school. Studies show that 
kids in afterschool programs are less likely to get 
involved in criminal activity, to use drugs or alcohol, to 
become teen parents, or to drop out of school. * 

How important are afterschool programs? 

*Asked of half the sample. 

                           2010: 81% total important  (57% very important) 
Time Series:     2008: 89% total important  (68% very important) 
                           2006: 89% total important  (67% very important) 
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Voters across party lines believe afterschool programs are 
important, with strong intensity among Democrats.  

79 
62 55 

76 
63 

48 

Democrat Independent  Republican Democrat Independent  Republican 

92 96 

Research shows that high quality afterschool programs 
can lead to increased attendance, improved behavior 
and improved grades, among children who regularly 
attend afterschool programs.* 

Millions of young people are alone and unsupervised in 
the hours immediately after school. Studies show that 
kids in afterschool programs are less likely to get 
involved in criminal activity, to use drugs or alcohol, to 
become teen parents, or to drop out of school. * 

How important are afterschool programs? 

*Asked of half the sample. 

84 85 89 
80 

%Very/Total Important %Very/Total Important 
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In focus groups from 2011, three themes emerged for 
how participants want kids to spend time after school: 

• “Arts and fun; learning stuff.  I can’t stand it that everything is Facebook.” (Portland White Ind. Women) 
 

• “To teach you how to cooperate and work in a situations.  These kids should have some things…like they said they’re 
cutting sports, they’re cutting this and all those kinds of programs; shop; a lot of that stuff’s been cut up.  And I think 
we need to make our kids a lot more well-rounded and I think more programs need to be offered in the community, 
whether it’s a recreation center.” (Portland White Ind. Women) 
 

• “My biggest concern is getting them to do anything on a social level…because like we were talking about texting and 
video games and TV, kids are coming up…I have a nephew that has absolutely no social skills whatsoever.” (Columbus 
White Independent Men) 
 

• “I would like to see them in some kind of music or arts program or sports.  Something that’s going to give them skills 
to do something later in their life or just keep them busy on something constructive.” (Denver Hispanic Women) 
 

• “Get some job skills under their belt there.” (Portland White Democrats) 
 

• “ I think you know high school kids should have more incorporation of living a real life; you know having more 
responsibility.” (Denver Hispanic Women) 
 

• “I like to see them study, like you were saying study programs, some kind of, yeah need to find something --- so they 
can study, keep their mind, keep them to focus.” (Augusta African American Women) 
 

• “Whether doing homework, doing activities, something that would further enhance what it was that they learned 
previously in the day, reinforce the lessons that the teachers had already taught them.” (Augusta White Republican 
Men) 
 

• “I think it should be a place of discipline or responsibility, that’s the way I was raised, when you come home from 
school the first thing you do is your homework” (Augusta White Republican Men) 
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Improving their 
social interaction 
through fun and 
play 

Learning skills 
that can help 
them when they 
are older 

Studying for 
current classes 
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In addition to safety, participants believed afterschool 
programs can stoke interests and supplement 
education from the school day. 

• “You want your child safe.  You know they going to learn during the day, but you want them safe.” 
(Augusta African American Women) 

 

• “I just think that [keeping kids safe] is something that you worry about if you are sending a child home 
where there is no parent or anyone to supervise you.  You worry about if they are going to be safe.  I 
think it’s really important if you can’t be home with your kids to know that they are going to be 
somewhere where safety isn’t something that you have to worry about.” 

 

• “Something I would add to eleven is you know the schools really only focus on certain kind of 
intelligence for kids and therefore number eleven gives that there’s plenty; there’s musical intelligence; 
all kinds of intelligence.  (talking over)  And they really only focus on the two; you know math, reading; 
the skills and a lot of the kids, that’s not their shining point yet. Maybe they are like excelling in 
something else and they don’t even know that.” (Portland White Ind. Women) 

 

• “I think the school day is very structured. We read, we do math, we do this and we do this.  And this, it’s 
afterschool…I get to make the decision what I want to do.” (Columbus White Republican Women) 

 

• “[We had] a great music program last year and we had all these performances and now the kids have 
nothing.” (Portland White Ind. Women) 

 

• “There is all kinds of things that kids need to learn that they may not have time in the regular classroom 
to teach.” (Columbus White Seniors) 
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Keeping kids safe 

Providing 
opportunities for  
kids to explore 
interests, have 
fun, and learn 
new skills and 
content 

Focusing on 
skills that 
schools don’t 
always have 
time to teach 
(sports, arts, 
music) 
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Voters agree that engaging students in afterschool programs 
related to STEM can lead to increased interest and skills in 
these fields. 

70 

7 

Agree Disagree 

+76 

86 

10 

Majorities of  
every demographic  

group express 
strong agreement. 

Afterschool programs are engaging children in science, technology, engineering and math in ways different 
from the school day. Given this, do you agree or disagree that afterschool programs play a key role in building 

interest and skills in these fields? 

Time Series:       2010: 79% Agree (61% Strongly Agree) 
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Across party lines voters agree that afterschool programs 
play a key role in building STEM skills, with Democrats 
showing the most agreement.  

81 
67 

8 

59 

11 

Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 

Afterschool programs are engaging children in science, technology, engineering and math in ways different 
from the school day. Given this, do you agree or disagree that afterschool programs play a key role in building 

interest and skills in these fields? 

94 

4 

85 

11 

79 

15 

Democrats Independents Republicans 
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Focus group participants recognized the importance of STEM, and thought 
that afterschool programs can provide an environment for students to 
explore, but didn’t necessarily think it should be the primary goal of 
programs. 

[Do you see a role for afterschool programs in getting kids interested in STEM?] 

• “I think it’s great.” (Columbus White Seniors) 

 

• “Oh, absolutely.” (Columbus White Seniors) 

 

• “Yeah, I think it could be a possibility.  I don’t think it should be like the number one priority of the 
afterschool club, but I think it could generate interest.” (Columbus White Republican Women) 

 

• “I mean to some degree they could do a lot of hands on science type stuff.  I know even in boy scouts we 
used to do stuff that was science related.” (Denver White Republicans)   

 

• “I think the science and technology and math is very important, but I think to be incorporated where it 
sounds like us as community people we struggle with our everyday lives so not only should that be 
taught.” (Denver Hispanic Women) 

 

• “Because again it’s in an afterschool program they can, they can be exposed to different things and I, I, 
again, I don’t, I think that it’s less um structured so that kids you know they can be maybe more creative or 
more apt to, you know try things, again without that fear of failure…” (Augusta African American Women) 

11 
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Voters not only support  funding for afterschool programs but a 
majority of voters strongly support elected officials providing 
MORE funding for programs. 

61 

10 

57 

14 

Yes No Yes No 

79 

17 

74 

21 

+62 +53 

Do you want your newly elected federal, state 
and local leaders to provide MORE funding for 

afterschool programs? * 

Do you want your newly elected federal, state and 
local leaders to provide funding for afterschool 

programs? * 

*Asked of half the sample. 

                           2010: 65% Yes (51% Strong Yes) 
Time Series:     2008: 76% Yes (59% Strong Yes) 
                           2006: 73% Yes (58% Strong Yes) 
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Democrats show the most support for afterschool funding, 
while intensity toward more funding decreases among 
Republicans who are more sensitive to fiscal issues.  

83 

54 
40 

79 

51 
33 

Democrat Independent Republican Democrat Independent Republican 

93 

76 

92 

Do you want your newly elected federal, state 
and local leaders to provide MORE funding for 

afterschool programs? * 

Do you want your newly elected federal, state and 
local leaders to provide funding for afterschool 

programs? * 

*Asked of half the sample. 

65 65 
59 

% Strong Yes/Total Yes % Strong Yes/Total Yes 



81 

19 

59 

36 

57 

44 

47 

10 
25 20 25 22 

Very/Somewhat 
willing 

A little/not at all 
willing 

Very/Somewhat 
willing 

A little/not at all 
willing 

Very/Somewhat 
willing 

A little/not at all 
willing 

Partisan support for Afterschool programs tracks 
with other issues, and has more intense support 
among Independents and Republicans. 

14 

Democrats Independents Republicans 

How willing would you be to pay more in taxes if the funds raised were dedicated to K-12 education programs– very willing, somewhat 
willing, a little willing, or not willing at all? (Split Sampled) 

Willingness to pay more in taxes if funds were dedicated to K-12 education programs 
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On other related issues Republican voters are more 
tax-sensitive than Democrats or Independents. 

“One program designed to help people who are living in poverty get out of poverty targets both 
parents and their children, so that parents get education and skills training to get a better job and at 
the same time their children get a good start with head start, early education, and quality schools…” 

…even if it increased your taxes. 

81 
70 

15 
25 

Total Favor: 
Democrats 95% 

Independents 79% 
Republicans 65% 

Total Favor: 
Democrats 89% 

Independents 64% 
Republicans 48% 
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Providing voters with information on the current state of funding for 
afterschool programs does not greatly affect their levels of support 
as initial support for more funding remains high.  

61 

12 

61 

14 

Yes No Yes No 

76 

19 

76 

20 

+57 +56 

*Asked of half the sample. 

Years of research have provided afterschool programs 
with effective strategies to help children catch up and 

keep up with school work and stay safe. * 

Over the past five years, federal funding for afterschool programs 
has not kept up with the demand, making it difficult to open new 
afterschool programs. Additionally, in a recent survey, more than 
three in five programs reported that their funding is down from 

three years ago. Without additional funding, existing programs will 
have to reduce their services or close their doors at a time when 

families need afterschool programs more than ever before.* 

Do you want your newly elected federal, state and local leaders to provide more funding for afterschool programs? 

No demographic  
group is net 

negative against 
funding 

      Time Series:       2010: 65% total important  (50% very important) 
(slightly different    2008: 76% total important  (59% very important) 
   wording each)      2006: 72% total important  (57% very important) 
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Majorities across party lines want their newly elected leaders to 
provide more funding for afterschool programs, including 6 in 10 
Republican voters. 

81 
61 

40 

80 
56 

39 

Democrat Independent Republican Democrat Independent Republican 

91 

59 

94 

60 

*Asked of half the sample. 

Years of research have provided afterschool programs 
with effective strategies to help children catch up and 

keep up with school work and stay safe. * 

Over the past five years, federal funding for afterschool programs 
has not kept up with the demand, making it difficult to open new 
afterschool programs. Additionally, in a recent survey, more than 
three in five programs reported that their funding is down from 

three years ago. Without additional funding, existing programs will 
have to reduce their services or close their doors at a time when 

families need afterschool programs more than ever before.* 

Do you want your newly elected federal, state and local leaders to provide more funding for afterschool programs? 

77 70 
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After hearing both sides, a majority of voters believe that 
funding to extend the school day at one school should not come 
at the cost of funding for seven afterschool programs.  

Which comes closer to your point of view:  
 
Some people/other people say that given our 
limited resources we should redirect funding from 
seven afterschool programs to instead fund a 
mandatory longer school day in one school to 
allow more instructional time for all students who 
attend that school. 
 
Some people/other people say that a mandatory 
longer school day in one school should NOT be 
funded by taking away funds from seven 
afterschool programs because afterschool 
programs are an effective way to help students 
catch up and keep up with school work. 

28 

57 

15 

Redirect funding 
for longer school 

day 

Should NOT 
Redirect Funding 

Both/Neither/DK 

64% Democrats 
53% Independents 
53% Republicans 
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Focus group participants balked at moving funding from 
afterschool programs to a longer school day because of their 
skepticism toward a longer day and their support for 
afterschool programs. 

• “It seems like taking the choice away from parents and students and that’s not fair.” (Denver 
Hispanic Women)  
 

• “Well you’re just making a school day longer instead of actually helping them get that socializing 
and hands on stuff after school.” (Denver White Republicans)   
 

• “I just don’t think a longer school day necessarily creates a more productive or engaging 
learning environment.” (Portland White Democrats) 
 

•  “Our elementary school was done at 2:30 and so if you are going extend it to 3:30, guess what, I 
still need after school care.” (Columbus White Republican Women) 
 

• “It’s not a good idea.  Like he said, the kids are going to be restless in school.  I mean they are just 
not going to…I just don’t think it is going to be very beneficial.” (Columbus White Independent 
Men) 
 

• “Instead of taking money away from the programs, why don’t you just have…if you want a longer 
school day, fund it.  Take away something else.  Don’t carry a million dollars; give it to the school 
district.” (Columbus White Independent Men) 
 

• “I don’t like that.  I am opposed to a longer school day…  I think at the end of the day kids want to 
learn more and they, they volunteer to you know or it’s, it’s by will that they’re actually going to 
like an afterschool program or something.  I think it’s, I think it would be more effective.” (Augusta 
African American Women) 
 

• “A longer school day is not going to solve the problem.” (Augusta White Republican Men) 
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If I told you that 
Congress is thinking 
about diverting 
funds away that 
exclusively support 
before, after, and 
summer learning 
programs to instead 
fund a longer school 
day, what do you 
think of that? 
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However, when asked if they agree or disagree with Congress 
diverting funds from afterschool programs to extending the 
school day, voters split in their assessment.  

34 35 

Agree Disagree 

Given limited resources, do you agree or disagree that Congress SHOULD DIVERT federal funds that are currently 
used to provide students with afterschool programs from 3pm-6 pm each school day to instead fund a school day 

that is 60-90 minutes longer? 

45 47 
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The “Rising American Electorate” – key to Obama’s victory in 
2008 and 2012, are core supporters of Afterschool programs. 

All Voters Under 30 
Unmarried 

Women 
Hispanic 

African 
American 

“Millions of young people are alone…” How 
important are Afterschool Programs? 
(% Total Important) 

87 83 94 91 97 

Afterschool programs play a key role in 
building interest and skills in STEM fields. 
(% Total Agree) 

86 93 89 89 93 

Do you want your newly elected 
elected…leaders to provide MORE funding 
for afterschool programs? (% Total Yes) 

74 83 78 87 89 

Which is closer: Redirect funding for longer 
school day, Should NOT redirect funding.  
(% Should not redirect) 

57 61 64 59 67 
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